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Architects’ Choice

Possibilities
in Practice
Amtico has been pioneering creative
and exciting possibilities in flooring design
for over 50 years. Close collaboration
between our designers, manufacturers
and technologists has always been at
the heart of everything we do. It has
fuelled the design creativity and product
innovation that sets our floors apart.

With collaboration so important to our process,
we were delighted to work with RIBA in fostering
an exciting collaboration between Amtico and
some of the most talented young architects in
the country. Our collaboration took the form of
a design competition in which our shortlisted
architectural practices were tasked to come up
with the best creative expressions of our Designers’
Choice Collection. The prize? The chance to
see their winning design launched as a new
mini-collection with royalties split between the
winning practice and the RIBA Education Fund.

Judges
The competition was judged by a panel including
senior design experts from Amtico and renowned
figures in the field of architectural practice.
Charles Holland is Director and
Co-founder of Ordinary Architecture
and is a former Director of FAT

The design competition was run in association
with the RIBA Journal and the RIBA Education
Fund, providing the perfect opportunity to
collaborate and create unique combinations
that truly push the boundaries of our Designers’
Choice Collection.

David Kohn is the Founding
Director of David Kohn Architects

The six practices competed to see their designs
brought to life as their very own mini-collection
in Architects’ Choice 2017. With such a high level
of creativity displayed by the finalists, it was
difficult to choose a winner but in the end the
judges managed to reach a unanimous decision –
we reveal the design that most captured their
imagination over the following pages.

Zoe Laughlin is the Co-founder
and Director of the Institute of Making
and the Materials Library Project

Flora Samuel is Chair of the RIBA
Research and Innovation Group

Lorna Williams is Head of Product
Design and Creative Branding
at Amtico

Sarah Escott is Senior Designer
at Amtico
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Designers’ Choice

Original.
Beautiful.
Defined.
The Amtico RIBA design
competition provided an
exciting opportunity for us
to fully explore the creative
possibilities of the Designers’
Choice Collection.
Created by our in-house design team,
Designers’ Choice is a collection of
84 beautiful designs ready to use
across 14 exquisite laying patterns.

Contrasting tones

Dramatic
textures

Visit amtico.com/
commercial/
designerschoice
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Arrow - Flow

Architects’ Choice

One inspirational
design collection.
Unlimited creative
possibilities.
The shortlisted designs created by our six finalists
were displayed at a studio in Southwark, London.
Once each practice had presented its design ideas,
it was left to our judges to choose their winner in the
exciting conclusion of our challenge.

Various textures
within a similar
colour palette results
in a beautifully
natural space.
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“Amtico is always looking for new
opportunities to celebrate the diverse
ways in which our products can be
combined. We were keen to explore the
possibilities of Designers’ Choice and
this competition gave us an exciting
opportunity to explore the full creative
scope and capabilities of the range.”
Phil Southall
UK Sales and Marketing Director at Amtico

The contrast
in colour
creates a really
distinct floor.

On the day, the six finalists
presented their original pattern
articulations of Designers’ Choice
– an extension of our Signature
Collection comprising 84 beautiful
product combinations created
by our in-house design team.
Each team had just ten minutes
to present its three designs to the
judging panel. Despite the universally
high standard of the submissions,
in the end there was one unanimous
winner. This winning design is
revealed on page 10 and will be
launched as a bold and dynamic

mini-collection, along with selected
designs from the other practices.
Royalties from this collection will
be split between the winners and
the RIBA Education Fund, which
supports architecture students in
financial difficulty.
The competition proved to be a
creatively inspirational journey, the
conclusion of which has brought
to life a brilliantly original minicollection to further extend
the creative possibilities of Amtico.
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Architects’ Choice

12 patterns.
6 practices.
1 winner.
The judges’ challenge:
To decide which of the
submitted patterns was the
most creative expression of the
Designers’ Choice Collection.
WHAT_architecture
London

P 10

WHAT_architecture see practice as
an innovative role-playing game.
Acting as the developer, builder
or agent during a project helps
to increase the relevance of their
housing designs.
www.whatarchitecture.com

Extraordinary

Contrasting

TP Bennett
London

P 28

TP Bennett is an award-winning,
international architectural and
interior design practice delivering
world-class designs across a range
of sectors including healthcare,
education, mixed use, offices,
residential and leisure.
www.tpbennett.com
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Bold
Distinct

Cousins & Cousins
London

P 16

Cousins & Cousins is a dynamic
London-based practice founded
by Ben and Jelena Cousins in 2012.
The practice works collaboratively
across a range of sectors to develop
thoughtful, high quality schemes.
www.cousinsandcousins.com

DLA Design
London

P 20

P 24

Moxon Architects
London

DLA Design London are committed
to design excellence and regard
all their commissions as special,
believing in their collective ability
to create buildings with integrity
and intellectual rigour from
concept to detail.

Versatility, experience, and a
willingness to experiment give
Moxon the impetus and ability to
tackle a wide variety of projects.
www.moxonarchitects.co.uk

www.dla-design.co.uk

Dynamic
Willmore Iles
Bristol

P 32

Willmore Iles Architects has a
strong track record in producing
successful schemes for its clients
that are informed by context, aim
to maximise opportunities and
are guided by the principle of
sustainable design.

Surprising

www.willmoreiles.com
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Architects’ Choice

Winner:

WHAT_architecture’s
Polynesian-inspired designs
created a new narrative
for us, a confident mix
of products that really
pushes the boundaries
of the material.
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Architects’ Choice

Samoan
DC250
Rich yellow accents
add movement
and vitality within
this dynamic,
asymmetric design.
Created with:
Arrow
Napoli
Glint Orb
Glint Void
Ashdown Plum

Maori
DC249
A more muted colour
scheme provides a
confident, high-contrast
finish for any space.
Created with:
Arrow
Glint Orb
Glint Void
Ashdown Plum
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“They’ve used the
potential of the material
to the maximum in
terms of creativity.”
Flora Samuel
Chair of the RIBA Research and Innovation Group

Šárka Gulasiova with Chiba the
studio dog, Caline Masrehjian
and Ania Marta Scibior.

Tonga
DC254
Bold yellow and a
geometric pattern
combine to create
a distinctive and
powerful finish.
Created with:
Kite
Napoli
Glint Orb
Ashdown Plum
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Architects’ Choice

Bold.
Distinct.
Dynamic.

Polynesia

Asymmetry

Asymmetry
To create asymmetry without
changing any materials or laying
patterns, WHAT_architecture
designed a ‘map’ larger than
the intended space – enabling
customers to have a design
that is completely one of a kind.

Polynesia
The ‘World of Amtico’ map is
rendered according to each
customer’s theme. In this case,
as an eye-catching Polynesianinspired palette.

Navigate
Once the pattern and colour have
been put together, customers can
navigate their room across the
‘World of Amtico’ map – stopping
when they find a selection that
suits the mood of their space
to create an engaging theme.
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“Asymmetry is natural
and ubiquitous. To create
asymmetry without changing
any materials or laying patterns,
we designed a ‘map’ larger
than the intended space –
offering variety and distinction.”

whatarchitecture.com

Šárka Gulasiova
WHAT_architecture
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Architects’ Choice

Runner-up:

Cousins & Cousins designed
a dynamic contemporary
adaptation of the Encaustic
tiling tradition.
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Architects’ Choice

History.
Contrast.
Geometry.

“By exploring the graphic
potential of the tiles
and colour contrasts,
Cousins & Cousins have
created an elegant Art
Deco-inspired design.”
David Kohn
Founding Director of David Kohn Architects

Mosaic
DC256
Created with:
Woven
Glint Orb
Seoul

Timeless pattern combines with
a contrasting colour scheme to
create a Woven design.
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Throughout history, Encaustic tiles
have been associated with the use
of contrasting colours and strong
geometric patterns.

Their final Art Deco-inspired
design uses the Woven laying
pattern to create green triangles
on a white backdrop.

Cousins & Cousins were inspired to
create confident patterns based
on Encaustic tiling to complement
the many timber, concrete, stone
and abstract designs in Amtico’s
Designers’ Choice Collection.

Cousins & Cousins saw the
potential for Encaustic tiling in
many contemporary applications
such as café bars, restaurants,
retail and residential spaces.
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Architects’ Choice

Runner-up:

DLA Design created a
sequence of designs
inspired by the history,
culture and vibrant hustle
and bustle of Clerkenwell.
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Architects’ Choice

Heritage.
Culture.
Architecture.

Evoke the spirit of
Clerkenwell's churchyards
with muted, natural tones.

Churchyard
DC253
Created with:
Parquet (Small)
Limed Grey Wood
Parisian Pine
Wharf Oak

DLA Designs were influenced
by the creative surroundings of
their home patch of Clerkenwell.
From the hustle and bustle of
Farringdon Station, to the old
warehouses now full of creative
industries, to the green spaces
nestled between the warren-like
alleys and the street food stalls
of Exmouth Market.
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Each of their three final designs
looked to evoke the creative spirit of
a particular building type including
‘Churchyard’ and their favourite,
‘Workshop’, a linear design which
celebrates the cool metallic blues
and crisp modern whites of creative
industries set against the rich,
organic wood grains of the original
buildings they have re-purposed.

“This collection has such an
engaging narrative. I could
imagine the designs being
marketed commercially with
international appeal.”
Charles Holland
Director and Co-founder of Ordinary Architecture

High-contrast
complementary
tones.

Raw, tactile
and organic.

Workshop
DC247
Created with:
Arrow
White Wash Wood
Chroma Blue
Quill Kohl
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Architects’ Choice

Runners
Up:
Runner-up:

Moxon looked to canyons,
deserts, cliffs, glaciers,
dunes and crevasses
for its naturally inspired
designs that bring the wild,
untamed outside, in.
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Architects’ Choice

Nature.
Grain.
Striation.
Metal Gold Leaf

Galleon Oak

Shibori Lapsang

Cirrus Twilight

Parisian Pine

Vein
DC252
Created with:
Pleat
Galleon Oak
Cirrus Twilight
Parisian Pine
Shibori Lapsang
Metal Gold Leaf
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“I was inspired by the softness
of Moxon’s wood-grain design,
with its parallelogram pattern
and pleasingly natural feel.”
Zoe Laughlin
Co-founder and Director of the Institute of
Making and the Materials Library Project

Shale
DC248
Created with:
Arrow
White Wash Wood
Limed Grey Wood
Lime Washed Wood
Parisian Pine

Light wood and four grains
produce a calm, natural ambience.

Taking the natural feel of Amtico’s
wood-grain patterns as their
starting point, Moxon explored
the potential for subtle colour
gradation and contrast in
relation to the linear quality
of natural landscapes.

Their bolder design, Vein, uses
a gold accent to contrast with
darker woods. The Pleat laying
pattern generates a chevron design
imagined for retail use, whereas the
darker colours would complement
a formal or gallery setting.

Moxon’s final designs make use of
several wood products, the lightest
of which, Shale, uses the Arrow
laying pattern to combine four
grains in a soft, warm pattern
of parallelograms.
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Architects’ Choice

Runner-up:

TP Bennett conceived a
nature trail as a canvas
for flooring and plants
to come together in
biophilic harmony.
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Architects’ Choice

Water.
Air.
Well-being.

Dark oak timber resembles
deep flowing water.

Water
DC245
Created with:
Varied Block
Chroma Blue
Galleon Oak
Cirrus Twilight

Central to TP Bennett’s design
concept is the rising importance
of well-being in the workplace,
in particular, people’s emotional
connections with plants and their
softening presence in the workplace.
With this idea top of mind, TP
Bennett took two elements that
plants need to thrive as their design
theme – water and air. Inspired by
these, they created deliberately
neutral patterns for a timeless floor
design. On the day, the judges were
really excited about TP Bennett’s
presentation and mood board, as
the nature-inspired props they used
really brought their concept to life.
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For both elements, TP Bennett used
laying patterns and palettes in a
different way. For Water, they used
the Varied Block pattern with an
oak timber whose grain seemed
to evoke flowing water. For Air,
a more linear, flowing pattern
was generated using the Pleat
laying pattern arranged in shades
of grey to complement the idea of
movement and circulation in retail
spaces and atriums.

“A very coherent presentation of
their biophilia concept, combining
pattern and products to create a
water and air narrative.”
Flora Samuel
Chair of the RIBA Research and Innovation Group

Water

Air

Air
DC251
Created with:
Pleat
White Wash Wood
Umbra Veil
Infinity Strobe
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Architects’ Choice

Runner-up:

Willmore lles used bright
colours and contrasting
urban grains to evoke
the character of their
home city of Bristol.
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Architects’ Choice

Vibrant.
Urban.
Highlights.

Colour splash

Highlight

Texture

Contrast

North Street
DC246
Created with:
Varied Block
Umbra Dusk
Umbra Veil
Napoli
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“Queen’s Square unlocked something
about the material we haven’t seen
before. A fun contrast of bright colour
and urban grains.”
Zoe Laughlin
Co-founder and Director of the Institute
of Making and the Materials Library Project

Neutral background with
range accents to reflect
city's vibrancy.

Queen’s Square
DC255
Created with:
Basket Weave
Umbra Eclipse
Sevilla

Willmore Iles’ home city of Bristol
was the inspiration for their designs.
The practice aimed to reflect the
contrasts within the urban grains
and in particular the bright colours
associated with the city’s vibrant
creative culture.
The Varied Block laying pattern
was used for a largely monochrome
pattern in smoky colours interspersed
with stepped highlights in thin yellow
strips. This pattern related to North
Street, near to the regenerated
Tobacco Factory and home to the
city’s annual graffiti festival.

A Basket Weave laying pattern
provided the platform for their
Queen’s Square pattern. Here,
rather than use different colours
for each tile, WIllmore Iles opted to
use the same neutral Umbra Eclipse
background for everything except
a punchy accent of orange. They
highlighted a section of the weave,
rather than a keystone, which
resulted in a more contemporary
graphic effect.
Both designs were imagined for
use in large, social spaces such as
student residences, reflecting the
architects’ overall aim to create a
fun space as opposed to something
over-serious and commercial.
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Endless Possibilities

Give me
choice,
opportunities
and possibilities.
Helping architects and designers
to bring new life, atmosphere
and purpose to a room or space
is what inspires our designers
to keep developing new
inspirational possibilities.
This collaboration has provided the
opportunity to explore Designers’ Choice
in some highly original, inventive and
creative ways.
Whatever the outcome, the creative
process behind these possibilities
remains beautifully simple:
Choose a Designers’ Choice pattern and the
number of products you want to work with.
Then pick your products from our Signature
Collection and decide where you want to
place them within the pattern framework.
Judging by the standard of entries to last
year’s competition, the possibilities really
are as inspirational as they are endless.

Blonde
Oak

Lime
Washed
Wood
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Natural
Limed
Wood

Reclaimed
Oak

Worn Oak

Case Study
DLA Design
Location: DLA Design,
London (Clerkenwell)
Sector: Office
Collection: Signature
Products & Laying Patterns:
White Wash Wood, Chroma Blue
and Quill Kohl laid in Arrow

White Wash Wood

Quill Kohl
Chroma Blue

1 mm
Performance wear layer,
ideal for high traffic areas.

A+
All products meet BRE and
sector sustainability standards.

DLA Design were so inspired by the
Amtico RIBA competition that they
brought their design into reality
within their architectural practice
in Clerkenwell. The linear design
echoes the materiality of workshop
buildings in the local area, with
shades of blue metal, brick and
dark timber from the Amtico
Signature Collection contrasting
with a highlight of white washed
timber for a bold, impactful finish.
To discover more possibilities, visit:
amtico.com/commercial/
endlesspossibilities
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Amtico UK &
European Sales

Amtico International
Germany

Solar Park Southside
Solihull, West Midlands
B90 4SH
+44 (0) 121 745 0800
samples@amtico.com

Im Taubental 11
41468 Neuss
+49 (0) 2131 359 16 0
info@amtico.de

Amtico Head Office
Kingfield Road
Coventry
CV6 5AA
+44 (0) 24 7686 1400
samples@amtico.com

Amtico International
France
12 Rue Pernelle
75004 Paris
+33 (0) 1 55 38 95 70
info@amtico.fr
Amtico International
Scandinavia

Amtico International Asia
Unit 1907, 19th Floor
Paul Y. Centre
51 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong
Kowloon, Hong Kong
+852 2327 7703
samples@amtico.com
Amtico International
Middle East, Africa & India
8th Floor
Building Number 2
J&G DMCC, Dubai, UAE
+971 (0) 50 192 33 46
samples@amtico.com

Isafjordsgatan 22
164 40 Kista
+46 (0) 8 584 233 24
info@amtico.se

amtico.com
Visit amtico.com for more information on our product range, inspiring ideas, maintenance and installation advice.
Every effort is made to achieve accurate reproduction of products in this brochure, however printing limitations can
be misleading. Selection of products should be made from actual samples. Samples are small pieces cut from standard
tiles. They give only a general indication of the design. Tone and shading can vary slightly from batch to batch and it is
not possible to guarantee that the sample will exactly match the material supplied. The policy of the Company is one of
continuous development and improvement and the right is reserved to add or delete from the range or change patterns
without prior notification. All metric sizes are rounded. All products are manufactured in line with EN649, EN ISO 10582.
Brochure correct at the time of printing.
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